Waterproof your embroidery!
An Iron-on backing that seals the needle punctures from embroidery.
Embroider on waterproof or water-repellent fabrics without compromising their waterproof properties. Just apply Stitch ‘n Seal to the back of your embroidery and water and moisture will not penetrate the fabric through the tiny embroidery needle punctures. Perfect for rain gear, outdoor jackets, umbrellas, tents and outdoor gear.

Main Applications:
Seals the back of waterproof fabrics after embroidery.
Ideal for outdoor jackets or work clothes.

Care: 60°C

Instructions:
From the waterproof or water-repellent fabric, remove the stabilizer that was used in the embroidery process.
Cut a piece of Stitch ‘n Seal 1-1½" larger all around than the embroidery design.
With the adhesive side facing down, place the Stitch ‘n Seal onto the wrong side of the embroidered fabric (the adhesive side has a slightly glossy look which faces out on the roll).
Seal with an iron or heat press
Temperature: 266°F – 300°F (130°C – 150°C)
Pressure: medium
Time: 10 – 15 sec.
For maximum adhesion, before washing allow Stitch ‘n Seal to set for 48 hours after pressing.

TIP:
Before applying Stitch ‘n Seal over the back of your embroidery, we recommend testing the adhesiveness of Stitch ‘n Seal by pressing a small piece of it on to the back of your fabric. If it adheres to the fabric, then follow the above instructions.
Stitch ‘n Seal is also available in 8” x 1 yard Roll - Item #665-08.
For more information and ideas, please visit our website www.sulky.com

Country of Origin: GERMANY
Converted and packaged in USA
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